
In a rational world, every investor would set their asset allocation based on their willingness, ability, 
and need to take risk.

One would balance a range of expectations for the various asset classes and match those possibilities 
with their goals and objectives.

Sure, plenty of investors consider their risk profile and time horizon when building a portfolio.

But we live in an irrational world—one in which experiences, emotions, circumstances, luck, and 
timing shape both feelings and portfolios.

The commentary is the opinion of the author and distributed with permission under limited license. All data and charts presented herein are from sources deemed to be reliable but are not 
guaranteed to be accurate. The financial information presented is for information and educational purposes and is not a substitute for professional advice; use of or reliance on any 
information herein is solely at your own risk. Edited from the original. 
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HOW THE MARKET SHAPES  
YOUR PORTFOLIO

The Economist recently had an excellent profile on how young people should think about investing and why they shouldn’t 
freak out because of the inflationary bear market of 2022.

They point to research from Vanguard that shows your early experience in the markets can shape your asset allocation and 
investment posture for years to come:

Ordering the portfolios of Vanguard’s retail investors by the year their accounts were opened, his team has calculated the 
median equity allocation for each vintage (see chart below). The results show that investors who opened accounts during a 
boom retain significantly higher equity allocations even decades later. The median investor who started out in 1999, as the 
dotcom bubble swelled, still held 86% of their portfolio in stocks in 2022. For those who began in 2004, when memories 
of the bubble bursting were still fresh, the equivalent figure was just 72%.

Therefore it is very possible today’s young investors are choosing strategies they will follow for decades to come.

This is the aforementioned chart:

These results are somewhat 
surprising. Most people assume 
living through the inevitable bust 
that follows a boom would leave a 
sour taste in your mouth.

But the opposite is true. Investors 
who opened accounts during boom 
times actually retained a higher 
allocation to stocks for years to 
come.

Maybe it’s inertia, but it’s obvious 
that stock market returns in your 
formative years as an investor can 
have an impact on how you invest. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Vanguard. Image: The Economist.

YOU WEREN’T THERE
United States, Vanguard, retail investor’s median equity allocation 
by tenure of account, 2022, %
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The hard part about all of this is you don’t get to choose when your returns come as an investor. Sometimes you get good 
returns when you’re young, sometimes when you’re old.

Some retirees get fabulous bull markets right when they leave the working world while some retire into the teeth of a  
bear market.

Timing and luck—both good and bad—play a huge role in your experience as an investor.

Here’s another way of looking at 
these numbers.

Start investing in 1980 and it looks 
easy. Start in the 1930s and you 
probably want nothing to do with 
stocks.1

I calculated the growth of $1 invested 
in the S&P 500® Index over a 
20-year period at the start of each 
decade going back to the 1930s.

There’s a wide range of results, to say 
the least.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Returns 2.0, author’s calculations.

S&P 500® INDEX GROWTH OF $1 OVER 20 YEARS BY DECADE

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Source: Returns 2.0, author’s calculations.

S&P 500® INDEX GROWTH OF $1 OVER 20 YEARS BY DECADE

It’s also important to note “bad” markets with poor returns aren’t necessarily a poor outcome for everyone.

If you’re a net saver, you should want poor returns, especially early in your career.

Risk means different things to different investors depending on their stage in life.
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Unfortunately, there are many variables outside of your control when it comes to investing.

You can’t control the timing or magnitude of returns the markets offer. You also don’t control interest rates, or inflation, or 
economic growth, or tax rates, or the labor market, or the actions of the Fed and politicians.

Life would be easier if you did, but no one said life is easy.

The best you can do is focus on what you can control—your behavior, your savings rate, your asset allocation, your costs, 
your time horizon—and play the hand you’re dealt.

HOW THE MARKET SHAPES YOUR PORTFOLIO

The S&P 500® Index is a free-float market capitalization-weighted index of 500 of the largest U.S. companies. The index is calculated on a total return basis with 
dividends reinvested. The index is unmanaged, its returns do not reflect any fees, expenses, or sales charges, and it is not available for direct investment.
Diversification does not assure a profit or protect against losses.
All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including possible loss of principal.

Not insured by FDIC/NCUSIF or any federal government agency. No bank guarantee. Not a deposit. May lose value.
Distributed by VP Distributors, LLC, member FINRA and subsidiary of Virtus Investment Partners, Inc.
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To learn more, please contact us at 800-243-4361 or visit virtus.com.

1I could have adjusted these results for inflation because that’s what everyone asks me for these days but you get the idea.


